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Types 
Multidisciplinary 

Zenodo 
Figshare 

LSE 
Research 
Online 

Institutional UK Data Archive 
Slovenian Social 

Science Data (ADP) 

Disciplinary 

European 
Social Survey 

Project 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Archives and data repositories are not just one thing. There can be variations in the type of archive and repository according to where it is located and what it’s remit is.What’s the difference between an archive and a repository? Repositories usually have an institutional focus (i.e. LSE), usually orientated to providing access to more than data (publications and other research outputs), usually focus on open access materials, and may not preserve objects for the long-term (say, over 10 years plus).Within that there are different roots.They may be institutional and just want objects related to that institution – for example, at LSE we have LSE Research Online which takes research outputs from LSE researchers, but not from anyone else.Multidisciplinary archives and repositories take stuff from a range of disciplines and are usually open to anyone for depositing data. These are usually self-deposit, don’t ask for much descriptive metadata, and operate simple licence schemes – open, closed, restricted.Disciplinary archives are specialists in their field. They are set up and run for the long-term preservation and re-use of data, they try to capture extensive descriptive metadata to enable re-use.Finally, large-scale projects may have their own archive. The European Social Survey for example archives its data for preservation and reuse, but only its data.



Selecting a data repository 

• Global registry of repositories across all disciplines 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Making research data repositories visibleGlobal registry of repositories across all disciplines. Helps find repositories, promotes culture of sharing, access, and visibility of data.Requirements: run by a legal entity such as a sustainable institution, clarify access conditions to data as well as terms of use, focus on research data not publications.



Selecting a data repository: subject 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
You can search re3data by subject to find those discipline specific archives like UK Data Service or ADP



Selecting a data repository: content type 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Re3data also allows search for specialist forms of archive, for example, film or sound.



Selecting a data repository: country/region 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Re3data also includes archives with a spatial focus, either national, regional, or city archives.



Selecting a data repository 

Top 5 countries for number of research data 
repositories 

5 3 4 2 1 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
US, Germany, UK, Canada, France, top 5 countries for research data repositories. 



Selecting a data repository 

Almost all have some form of Open Access 

Small percentage have a certification (Data Seal 
of Approval) 

Not many offer Permanent 
Identifiers 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Almost all repositories have some form of OA. Small % have certification, not many have PIDs. 



Selecting a data repository 

• 88 (7%) of 1260 repositories in re3data have: 

+ + one of 

• 50 come from Humanities and Social Sciences 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
88 of 1260 have all aspects of these 50 come from Humanities and Social Science.



Data Seal of Approval 

• Recognition of being a: 
• trustworthy source of data 
• Long-term preservation 

• Self-assessment based on: 

Guidelines: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 

• Criteria: 1 2 3 4 5 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let’s just concentrate on the Data Seal of Approval. This is one of the recent developments in data services to devise some kind of accreditation to show an archive or repository is reliable and trustworthy. That’s to say you can be sure they’re not going to lose your data, and that they are going to be around a long-time, and if they aren’t, there’s some way of ensure your data remains preserved and accessible.The data seal is the most basic of accreditation standards. It’s based on self assessment against five main criteria, which in turn are based on 16 guidelines. We’ll take a look at the criteria in a moment.It must also be pointed out that if an archive doesn’t have one of these standards, it’s not a terrible archive. It may not have gotten round to auditing itself against one of these standards for many reasons. Instead, look at the criteria when it comes to judging an archive.The data seal isn’t the only standard, but it is the most common and easily achievable. 46 repositories currently have the seal including the UK Data Archive, ICPSR, DANS (Netherlands), FSD (Finland), GESIS (Germany), NSD (Norway).Higher standards of trustworthiness include the nestor seal and and ISO 16363



Data Seal of Approval criteria 

Data can be found on the Internet 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The first of the 5 data seal criteria. Data is discoverable. This is something funders are increasingly insistent upon. Even if access is restricted, even if the data is a physical object, there should be an online record that contains enough information to allow discovery.



The data are accessible (clear rights and licences) 

Data Seal of Approval criteria 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The second criteria relates to the terms of use. It should be clear who can and can not access the data, and what the limits are on what can be done with the data. All data should have clear rights and licences and must not be left just under copyright.



Data Seal of Approval criteria 

The data are in a usable format 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The data must be in a usable format. That’s to say, where practicable in a computer machine readable format and not some obscure or obsolete format that renders it practically useless. Archives retain the right to migrate data sets from old to newer formats to avoid these issues. Even though the UK Data Service, GESIS, ICPSR are nearly 50 years old, data collected in the 1960s and 1970s on punch cards has been digititsed and is accessible on formats that can easilly be imported into excel, stata, SPSS, R, NVivo, or any common data analysis software.



Data Seal of Approval criteria 

The data are reliable 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
If you obtain data from one of these archives, it should be what it claimed to be. Often in the process of accepting data, archives will run checks on the data to ensure they have been given what the depositor claimed to give them. That the data is clean of viruses, that it is not corrupted, that it does not contain unauthorised personal information or third party intellectual content.



Data Seal of Approval criteria 

The data are identified in a unique and persistent 
way so they can be cited 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Another pressure from research funders is that data they fund be citable and usable in the same way as books, articles and other publications. Often these traditional research outputs had stable ways of being referenced. A book is not going to change into something else. However, with weblinks, they often do change into something else – either a different version or a dead end. To counter this things like persistant identifiers, DOI’s being an example, have been devised that allow datasets to recive a unique, persistant link that allows them to be cited in the same way as a book or article – with a level of assurance that the link will continue to direct users to that data set.



DOI: Digital Object Identifier 

• A type of identifier based on a fixed and unique 
reference to an object 

• Allows data to be cited 
• Not a symbol of data quality 
• Obtained from publisher/archive 

Permanent identifiers 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There are a number of different types of permanent identifiers based on different systems, but all with the aim of providing stable citations for data and research objects. DOI is emerging as the leading form. Most data archives use the DOI system, so when you deposit data in there it will automatically recive a DOI.



Criteria for depositing research data 

or Everything Nothing 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What should you deposit with an archive? A big problem we have from our side is that researchers either offer everything or nothing.What would be a good compromise?



Criteria for deposit: Does the data underpin 
published research findings? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Start of with data that underpins published research. What’s the stuff that was analysed and went into your articles? We don’t need working versions, probably not even raw files (some do though). We do need contextual material that explains those data as well. Think of the data as this wooden frame, and the architectural plans as the contextual metadata. Without the contextual material we’d just have a pile of wood. Without the wood we wouldn’t have a house.



Criteria for deposit: Are people waiting for 
the data? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Another point to consider is, what’s the demand? Aside from requirements to deposit, have people asked you about the data? Are people interested in looking at it?



Criteria for deposit: Uniqueness 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Is the data available elsewhere? Assuming there are not licence restrictions, is that other data provider likely to be able to keep the data available long-term. If it’s data available already from multiple sources, an archive is not interested in taking it.



Criteria for deposit: Can data be re-used by 
others? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Is it possible for the data to be re-used. If the data is so sensitive – say national security level – that normal archive restrictions like physical access only or remote virtual access are still not suitable, then it’s not suitable for a data archive in almost most cases. Or if the amount of anonymisation work required is extensive so as to require significant effort of time and resources, this has to be balanced against the percived value of re-use. Also, from another perspective, if the data is in such poor condition that it can’t be used or understood then again, why would an archive want to take the data. 



Criteria for deposit: Context 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Objects need context. We have a session on this for Saturday. If data is not described, if you don’t know what it is, then it’s just stuff or junk and the world has plenty of stuff and junk.



Licensing data for re-use 

Think about how you want 
others to use it. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let’s turn not to the question of permission. Licensing data for re-use. While we would like to see data available to the widest audience possible, for the widest range of uses possible, there may still be cause to limit both audience and usage.



License: Clarify Intellectual Property 
ownership 
• You can only archive data you own 

(or if you have permission) 
• If you create it, check you own it 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
It might seem obvious, but you can only set terms and conditions if you are the owner, or you have permission from the owner. Archives can not accept data that doesn’t have permission from the owner for preservation and re-use. The question of who owns data can vary from country to country because of the law of copyright. In some countries, the law is stronger, in others it is weaker. In the UK for example, the law states that employers can assert ownership of works created in the course of employment – employee created works, but that ownership is often waived by universities under academic freedom. In other countries, there is no comparative law. Either way, check your funding agreement, employment countract, universities IPR policy, and make sure ownership is clear.



License: Clarify funder expectations 

Funder expectations: data to be as open as possible 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Related to this, know what it is your funder expects from you sooner rather than later. Do they mandate or encourage data sharing, do they want a data management plan, do they asssert ownership? As a rule, expect them to want data as open as possible and that you should argue for excemptions from this if you feel it is required. Don’t expect them to just waive their expectations because you don’t want to share data.



License: Do you want to allow adaptation 
and modification? 

• Is format and design 
intrinsic to the work? 

• Does the work need to be 
used in its entirety? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
If you have discression, think about how you want data to be used. This is a symbol used by creative commons to denote that the work can not be altered in any way – no derivatives. Is this suitable? Maybe if it’s a painting. Maybe if it is a computer programme.



License: Do you want to allow commercial 
re-use 

• Is there a contractual 
reason for preventing 
commercial use? 

• Will you or your work 
benefit from or be 
harmed by commercial 
usage 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Another common restriction is this symbol: non-commercial usage only. Again, is there a sound reason for applying this other than being a bit uncomfortable about the idea of people making money from the data. Will the work actually be harmed or is this an unnecessary restriction?



Choosing a Creative Commons Licence 

http://www.lse.ac.uk/library/usingTheLibrary/academicSupport/RDM/sharing/licen
singDataReuse.aspx  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Creative commons has a range of conditions based on four options – BY (attribution) always a constant requirement except where you place objects in the public domain, SA (Share alike) which requires you make your work available under the conditions you obtained the original work – fine but does tie us up in knots if you are collating lots of sources which have different SA requirements line NC (non commercial) and ND (no derivatives). Unless there is a compelling reason not to allow adaptations or commercial usage, stick to CC-BY.

http://www.lse.ac.uk/library/usingTheLibrary/academicSupport/RDM/sharing/licensingDataReuse.aspx
http://www.lse.ac.uk/library/usingTheLibrary/academicSupport/RDM/sharing/licensingDataReuse.aspx


Criteria for deposit: further reading 

http://ukdataservice.ac.uk/media/455175/cd234-collections-appraisal.pdf  

DCC (2014) ‘Five steps to decide what data to 
keep: a checklist for appraising research data v.1 
Edinburgh: Digital Curation Centre 

http://www.dcc.ac.uk/resources/how-guides/five-steps-decide-what-data-keep  

UK Data Service (2014) Collections Development 
Selection and Appraisal Criteria  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Finally on what to offer archives, here’s some shorter and longer advice on what to keep and what not to keep. The DCC have a checklist for appraising research data based on a number of the criteria we have already mentioned. On the right is an extract from the UK Data Service’s criteria for accepting data into their main collection. It will give you an idea of what they are looking for from a data set.

http://ukdataservice.ac.uk/media/455175/cd234-collections-appraisal.pdf
http://www.dcc.ac.uk/resources/how-guides/five-steps-decide-what-data-keep


Where can you put data? 

• UK Data Service ReShare 
• GESIS – Leibniz Institute for the Social Sciences datorium 
• ADP 
 

• Zenodo 
• Figshare 
• The Dataverse Project 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Examples of self-archiving platforms UK Data Service ReShareBroad social science focus and can be used to meet ESRC requirements. It can automatically draw data from RCUK funded projects and offers restricted access licences for data that cannot be shared openly.GESIS – Leibniz Institute for the Social Sciences datorium Broad social science remit. Allows for categories of access (open or restricted) and a maximum one-year embargo period.Zenodo Open to all kinds of data, but has a 2GB file size limit. Data can be either open or closed access. figshare Open to all kinds of data. Data can be either open or closed access.The Dataverse ProjectAllows uploading of data into a repository with a 10GB file size limit. Can select custom terms of use and granular control of file access.



Depositing data: UK Data Service ReShare 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The UK Data Service’s ReShare is a self-archiving platform. It was developed initially to allow ESRC funded projects to archive their data, but has now expanded its remit to cover broad social science data.UK Data Service claim “All forms of digital data can be deposited in, and accessed via ReShare, including statistical data, databases, word documents and audio-visual materials”. As a platform. ReShare uses the EPrints open source repository software with the ReCollect plugin. Although ReShare is a self-archiving platform, a final review stage is in place to protect against disclosive, unauthorised third party data use, and instigate a verification check before the data becomes available.The service requires registration with the UK Data Service, so if you haven’t registered, go and do so.Here’s the first page you see when you enter ReShare as a depositor.There is a “+” sign underneath the thick black line towards the top of the page. When you click on that + sign, a bullet point list will drop down. This list is effectively a check-list of preparedness to deposit. It’s worth going through the list and making sure you comply with the requirements or have checked against them. If not, best go back and do so.Should you be satisfied to continue, click on the “Create new data collection” box. If you’ve used ReShare before, a list of your previous deposits, or incomplete deposits, is there at the bottom of the page allowing you to manage these prior deposits.



Depositing data: UK Data Service ReShare 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The next stage requires you to agree to terms and conditions.The terms and conditions are standard archive ones. Should you want to peruse them fully, then click the link. Otherwise the two main clauses are stated on this page. First, that the data is yours and if it isn’t yours, that you have permission to archive on this platform. The second clause grants the Archive the rights to take actions to ensure its long-term preservation, and to supply your data to other users in accordance with your specified access conditions. This right is non-exclusive, meaning you can offer the data to others yourself should you want. This agreement doesn’t change the intellectual property rights ownership of the data. If it was yours, it still is yours.Notice also from the sequence at the top the page that we have another five stages to go before our deposit is complete.The next stage is mandatory only if you are in receipt of research funding.



Depositing data: UK Data Service ReShare 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
ReShare has a nice tie-in with the Research Councils UK’s funding database, which means if you are funded by one of the seven UK research councils (AHRC, BBSRC, ESRC, EPSRC, MRC, NERC, STFC) then by entering your grant reference number a number of these fields will be automatically populated by pulling information from Research Councils UK’s database. This information can also be amended if needed.As my project isn’t Research Councils UK funded, I will move on to the next stage. I can add the metadata I need to make the data comprehensible at a later sta 



Depositing data: UK Data Service ReShare 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
People refers to who created the data, who owns it, and who to contact about the data.Notice the last field towards the right of the screen. This is for your ORCID ID. ORCID is a persistent, unique identifier for me, so as not to confuse me with any other people bearing my name or should I decide to change my name to something exotic then my publications will still be tied to that identifier. If you don’t have an ORCID ID, break off from this and go get one. It doesn’t take long. Got one? Then copy the hyperlink, not just the number, into the field. Here’s mine: http://orcid.org/0000-0003-2742-6434Creators, copyright holders, and contact are all pink starred fields, meaning they are mandatory.Check with your school’s Intellectual Property Rights policy and your funding agreement as to who owns the intellectual property of the data and if they have waived that right. In this case, LSE has first ownership under the concept of employee created works, but waives that right in its Intellectual Property Rights policy, so I can name myself as copyright holder.Towards the bottom of the page is an optional field for contributors. This is to recognise research assistants or other people who have helped with the data collection but are not classed as creators.



ORCiD 

• A unique identifier for individuals (ORCiD iD) 
• You can obtain one yourself or maybe through your 

institution  
• Open API code that allows its information to be 

exported 
• Open source, not-for-profit organization 
• Increasingly adopted by funders and organizations for 

capturing publication information 



ORCiD iD 



Depositing data: UK Data Service ReShare 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now we come to the time consuming, but essential stage of the process: adding metadata. Once again, a pink star indicates a mandatory field. The more we add, the easier it is for others to discover the data and for them to understand the data, so we can really promote the dataset and enhance its overall quality at this stage by letting people know what is in the dataset without them having to download the data themselves to find out.Clicking on the little question mark to the right of the screen will provide information as to what the field requires and suggest resources to help you fill that field.The “Keywords” box is an open text box that will throw a list of suggestions your way. These suggestions are based on a controlled thesaurus developed for the social sciences called HASSET. Be careful about what you choose as your keywords as you are limited to three. Of course, you can alter your choices should you change your mind. Should I decide “UK” isn’t really key, then it is deleted by clicking the “x”.



Depositing data: UK Data Service ReShare 



Depositing data: UK Data Service ReShare 



Depositing data: UK Data Service ReShare 



Depositing data: UK Data Service ReShare 



Depositing data: UK Data Service ReShare 



Depositing data: UK Data Service ReShare 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now we come to actually uploading data and documentation.



Depositing data: UK Data Service ReShare 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I’ve chosen to upload my codebook first. Once you’ve uploaded it, you get to choose who it is accessible to. ReShare offers three options ranging from the restrictive approved use only, meaning you as data owner have to review and approve applications to use the data, the median option of the file only being available to UK Data Service registered users, through to the open option where the file is accessible to anyone. What the content of the file is described as, add an embargo date (if needed), and select a license that defines the terms of usage. 



Depositing data: UK Data Service ReShare 



Depositing data: UK Data Service ReShare 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So, data deposited and awaiting review. Once reviewed by the UK Data Service, the data set will be available through the UK Data Service Catalogue.



Depositing data: UK Data Service ReShare 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The tabs allow you to review your submission.



Depositing data: UK Data Service ReShare 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Actions tab permits you to create new versions, reuse the collection as a template for another data deposit, change and amend your current submission, or delete it entirely. 



Depositing data: UK Data Service ReShare 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
ReShare also has a function under its history tab allowing for review of your modifications. 



Depositing data: UK Data Service ReShare 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
ReShare also has a function under its history tab allowing for review of your modifications. 



Lessons 

• There are different types of archives and repositories 
• Re3data can help you find a reputable, suitable one 
• Data Seal of Approval is an example of a trustworthy 
archive 

• Archives want data with reuse potential: good quality 
data with meaningful contextual information 

• Pick a licence that’s appropriate to the data 
• Self-archiving platforms exist that allow you to archive 
your data 

• Get an ORCiD 
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